Abstract. We consider the space of abstract Uryson operators firstly introduced in [9] . We obtain the formulas for band projections on the band generated by increasing set of a positive Uryson operators and on the band generated one-dimensional abstract Uryson operators. We also calculate the laterally continuous part of a abstract Uryson operator.
Introduction
Nowadays the theory of regular operators in vector lattices is a great area of Functional Analysis [1, 2, 6, 16] . Nonlinear maps between vector lattices constitue a more delicate subject. The interesting class of nonlinear maps which called abstract Uryson operators was introduced and studied in 1990 by Mazón and Segura de León [9, 10] , and then considered to be defined on lattice-normed spaces by Kusraev and second named author [7, 8, 12] . The space of all abstract Uryson operators has a nice order properties, but the structure of this space is still less known. In this notes we investigate some bands in the space of all abstract Uryson operators and find formulas for band projections on this bands.
Preliminary information
The goal of this section is to introduce some basic definitions and facts. General information on vector lattices the reader can find in the books [2, 6, 16] . Definition 2.1. Let E be a vector lattice, and let F be a real linear space. An operator T : E → F is called orthogonally additive if T (x + y) = T (x) + T (y) whenever x, y ∈ E are disjoint.
It follows from the definition that T (0) = 0. It is immediate that the set of all orthogonally additive operators is a real vector space with respect to the natural linear operations. Definition 2.2. Let E and F be vector lattices. An orthogonally additive operator T : E → F is called:
• positive if T x ≥ 0 holds in F for all x ∈ E; • order bounded it T maps order bounded sets in E to order bounded sets in F . An orthogonally additive order bounded operator T : E → F is called an abstract Uryson operator.
The set of all abstract Uryson operators from E to F we denote by U (E, F ). We will consider some examples. The most famous one is the nonlinear integral Uryson operator. 
Then we define an operator
Example 2.4. We consider the vector space R m , m ∈ N as a vector lattice with the coordinate-wise order: for any x, y ∈ R m we set x ≤ y provided
In this case we write T = (T i,j ).
Let E be a vector lattice and x ∈ E. Recall that an element z ∈ E is called a component or a fragment of x if z⊥(x − z). The set of all fragments of an element x is denoted by F x . The notations z ⊑ x means that z is a fragment of x. Consider the following order in U (E, F ) : S ≤ T whenever T −S is a positive operator. Then U (E, F ) becomes an ordered vector space. If vector lattice F is Dedekind complete we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. ( [9] , Theorem 3.2) . Let E and F be a vector lattices, F Dedekind complete. Then U (E, F ) is a Dedekind complete vector lattice. Moreover for S, T ∈ U (E, F ) and for f ∈ E following hold
Bands, generated by a subsets of an operators
Order projections are an important tool in the vector lattice theory. There are a some interesting results concerning order projections in the spaces of linear, bilinear and orthogonally additive operators in vector lattices [3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 15] . In this section we find projection formulas for order projections on a band, generated by increasing set of positive abstract Uryson operators and band, generated by operators of the finite rank.
Lemma 3.1. Let E, F be vector lattices, with F Dedekind complete. Two operators T, S ∈ U + (E, F ) are disjoint if and only if for arbitrary e ∈ E and ε > 0 there exist a partition of unity (ρ α ) and a family (e α ) ⊂ F e , such that ρ α T e α ≤ εT e; ρ α S(e − e α ) ≤ εSe;
Proof. Let S ∧ T = 0. Fix arbitrary e ∈ E and consider the element f = Se ∧ T e + ρ ⊥ Se∧T e (Se + T e), where ρ g is a projection on the band {g} ⊥⊥ . Then we have Se + T e ∈ {f } ⊥⊥ and ρ Se f ≤ Se and ρ T e f ≤ T e. Then, using the disjointness of T and S, we may write, ρ α (T e α + S(e − e α )) ≤ εf for a certain partition of unity (ρ α ) and a certain set of a fragments of e. Consequently,
The converse statement is obvious.
For each set A ⊂ U (E, F ) we denote by π A the projection in the U (E, F ) on the band {A} ⊥⊥ and set σ A = (π A ) ⊥ . A the set A ⊂ U + (E, F ) is called increasing if for arbitrary S, T ∈ A there exists a Q ∈ A such that S, T ≤ Q. Theorem 3.2. Let E, F be a vector lattices, F Dedekind complete, A ⊂ U + (E, F ) be a increasing set. Then the following equation holds for an arbitraries T ∈ U + (E, F ) and e ∈ E σ A T e = inf ε>0,S∈A sup{ρT f : ρSf ≤ εSe; f ∈ F e ; ρ ∈ B(F )}.
Proof. Denote the right-hand side of the above equation by ϑ(T )(e) and let κ(T ) = T − ϑ(T ). It is clear that map ϑ(T ) : E → F is orthogonally additive, order bounded operator and 0 ≤ ϑ(T ) ≤ T . It is enough to prove that κ(T ) = π A T . Now we may write κ(T )(e) = sup ε>0,S∈A inf{ρT f + ρ ⊥ T e : ρSf ≤ εSe; f ∈ F e ; ρ ∈ B(F )}.
By the condition, π A T ∈ {A} ⊥⊥ , there exists a net of operators
Using the fact, that A is increasing set we have
For an arbitrary ε > 0 we choose elements ρ ∈ B(F ) and f ∈ F e such that ρS(e − f ) ≤ εSe. Hence
⊥ T e; f ∈ F e ; ρSf ≤ εSe; ρ ∈ B(F )} ≤ ≤ εnSe + κ(T )(e). Since the ε > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that T γ 0 e ≤ κ(T )(e). Therefore sup γ∈Γ T γ e ≤ κ(T )(e) and
Since e ∈ E is arbitrary, it follows that ϑ(T ) ≤ σ A T . Let us prove the reverse assertion. It is not difficult to check that
for each T ∈ U + (E, F ). On the other hand, we have that
Therefore ϑ(T ) = ϑ(σ A T ). Now, it remains to prove that ϑ(σ A T ) = σ A T x. Let C = σ A T and S ∈ A. Then C⊥S and by 3.1, we can choose a full family (ρ ξ ) ξ∈Ξ of mutually disjoint order projections on F and family (e ξ ) ξ∈Ξ of a fragments of e so that
Hence εCe ≥ sup ξ ρ ξ κ(C) for an arbitrary ε > 0. It means that Ce− ϑ(C) = κ(C) = 0.
Corollary 3.3. For arbitrary S, T ∈ U + (E, F ) and e ∈ E π S T x = sup ε>0 inf{ρT f + ρ ⊥ T e : ρS(e − f ) ≤ εSe};
where ρ ∈ B(F ) and f ∈ F e .
Observe that ρ ⊥ Se (σ S T e) = ρ ⊥ Se T e and ρ Se (π S T e) = π S T e, where ρ Se is the projection on the band {Se} ⊥⊥ . In particular,
Let E, F be a vector lattices and ϕ ∈ U (E, R), u ∈ F . One-dimensional abstract Uryson operator S : E → F , Se = uϕ(e) is denoted by ϕ ⊗ u.
Lemma 3.4. Let E, F be the same as in 3.2 and let S = ϕ ⊗ u be onedimensional positive abstract Uryson operator, where ϕ ∈ U + (E, R), u ∈ F + . Then the following formula valid
Proof. Let ρ u order projection on the band {u} ⊥⊥ and ρ ∈ [0, ρ u ]. Then by conditions ρSf ≤ εSe we have ϕ(f )ρu ≤ εϕ(e)u. This inequality is equivalent the ϕ(f ) ≤ εϕ(e). We observe that for e ∈ E so that ϕ(e) = 0 we have ρ Se = ρ u and conditions ρSe ≤ εSe do not depends of ρ. Thus the supremum is attained for ρ = ρ u . Finally we have
Corollary 3.5. Let H be a band generated one-dimensional abstract Uryson operators. Then for an arbitrary T ∈ U + (E, F ) and all e ∈ E the following formula valid
Laterally continuous part
In this section we find formulas for calculating the laterally continuous parts of an abstract Uryson operators. Recall that a net (x α ) in a vector lattice E laterally converges to x ∈ E if x α ⊑ x β ⊑ x for all indices α < β and x α o −→ x. In this case we write x α lat −→ x. For positive elements x α , x the condition x α lat −→ x means that x α ⊑ x and x α ↑ x. Definition 4.1. Let E, F be vector lattices. An orthogonally additive operator T : E → X is called laterally continuous if T sends laterally convergent nets in E to order convergent nets in F .
The vector space of all laterally continuous abstract Uryson operators from E to F we denote by U n (E, F ). If E, F are vector lattices with F Dedekind complete the U n (E, F ) is a band in U (E, F ) ( [9] , Proposition 3.8). Therefore every abstract Uryson operator T has a unique decomposition T = T n + T s , where T n ∈ U n (E, F ) and T s ∈ U n (E, F ) ⊥ . Operator T n is called a laterally continuous part of T . The order projection on the band U n (E, F ) in the space U (E, F ) we denote by π n . Example 4.4. Let E be a vector lattice and e ∈ E. Then F e is an admissible set.
Example 4.5. Let E, F be a vector lattices and T ∈ U + (E, F ). Then N T := {e ∈ E : T (e) = 0} is an admissible set.
Let E, F be vector lattices, with F Dedekind complete, T ∈ U + (E, F ) and D ⊂ E is an admissible set. Then we may define a map
for every x ∈ E. Proof. Let show that π D (T ) ∈ U + (E, F ). Fix x, y ∈ E, x⊥y. If z ⊑ x + y and z ∈ D by Riesz decomposition property, there exist z 1 , z 2 such that z 1 + z 2 = z, z 1 ⊥z 2 and z 1 , z 2 ∈ D. Then we have
and therefore
Take a supremum in the left hand we may write
Finally we have
Now fix an order projection ρ on the Dedekind complete vector lattice space F . Then the operator Π :
,Theorem 1.44) the operator Π is an order projection on U (E, F ). Consequently, if T is a positive abstract Uryson operator, then for each admissible set D ⊂ E the operator π D T is a fragment of T .
If D = F x we shall denote operator π D T by π x T .
Definition 4.7. An admissible set D is called laterally dense if for every e ∈ E there exists a laterally convergence net (e α ) α∈Λ ⊂ D such that e α lat −→ e. The set of all admissible subsets (admissible laterally dense subsets) of E we denote by AD(E) (ADD(E)). Now we are ready to formulate the main result of this section. Observe that every order dense ideal of the E is a laterally dense admissible set. 
Proof. Let T be a laterally continuous operator and T / ∈ U s (E, F ) ⊥ . Then there exists S ∈ U s (E, F ) ⊥ such that R := T ∧ S > 0. Thus R vanishes on some laterally dense admissible set and since 0 ≤ R ≤ T , we have R is a laterally continuous abstract Uryson operator. Therefore R = 0 and T ∈ U s (E, F ) ⊥ . Let us prove the reverse inclusion. Let T ∈ U s (E, F ) ⊥ , T ≥ 0 and assume that T is not laterally continuous. Then there exits an element e ∈ E and laterally convergence (e α ) α∈Λ ⊂ E, e = o-lim α e α , such that o-lim α T e α = sup α T e α < T e. Denote f α = e − e α . Observe that e = f α + e α ; f α ⊥e α ; T e = T (f α + e α ) = T f α + T e α ; α ∈ Λ; T (e − e α ) = T f α = T e − T e α . Consider the net of the fragments S α of the operator T defined by formula
and take the operator S = inf α S α . The operator S : E → F is nonzero positive laterally continuous abstract Uryson operator. Indeed
Now we may prove that S is a singular operator. Remark that Sg = 0 for every g ∈ E, g⊥f α 0 for some α 0 ∈ Λ. Denote the set {g ∈ E : Sg = 0} by E. It is clear that E is a order ideal. Let us prove that E is order dense. Indeed, assume that there is f ∈ E + , so that 0 < f ∧ |f α |, for every α ∈ Λ.
But o-lim α f α = 0, it is a contradiction.
A family A of an admissible subsets of E is called upward saturated if for every A ∈ A, B ∈ AD(E), B ⊃ A we have B ∈ A. By U A (E, F ) denote the set {T ∈ U (E, F ) : N T ∈ A}. Proof. It is clear that π A is some band projection in U (E, F ). Denote by ρ the projection to Proof. Put R(T, e) = inf{sup α T e α : e α lat −→ e}. Given a net (e α ), e α lat −→ e, consider the family ADD(e α ) admissible laterally dense subsets of E, such that (e α ) ⊂ D, D ∈ ADD(e α ). Then we have sup α T e α ≤ π D T e for every D ∈ ADD(e α ). Consequently,
ADD(e α )}.
On the other hand, every D laterally dense admissible subset of E includes some net (e α ), e α lat −→ e i.e., D ∈ ADD(e α ). Thefore R(T, e) ≤ π n T e. Hence, 0 ≤ R(T − π n T, e) ≤ π n (T − π n T )e = 0. Moreover, R(π n T, e) = π n T e, because π n T e = sup α π n T e α for every net (e α ), e α lat −→ e. Since the map R(T, e) is additive in the variable T , we obtain R(T, e) = R(π n T, e) + R(T − π n T, e) = π n T e Remark 4.14. The assertions 4.8 and 4.10 were proven in [14] in assumptions that vector lattice E has the principal projection property.
